Final Report for Colombia-US workshop on Nanotechnology for Energy
and Medical Applications – Poster Presentation
Background
On February 11th of 2013 I informed GEP my interest of applying for a travel grant to cover my
expenses on presenting some of INSPIRE work in Colombia, with the main objective of
strengthening the links between Purdue and Colombia under the Educational Frontiers area on
the CPIASR Agreement. On February 15th I submitted the application, and on March 7th I was
informed I got the grant, which I accepted on March 8th. I traveled to Medellín-Colombia on
March 10th and on March 11th-13th I presented the poster that is attached in the following page
of this report and performed networking sessions with professors of Los Andes University
(Bogotá), Antioquia University (Medellín), Costa Rica Institute of Technology (Cartago-Costa
Rica), and Purdue University among other institutions. I traveled back on March 16th-17th.
The event
During the first day of the workshop keynote speakers presented four of the seven topics
included in the workshop (Nanomedicine, Energy storage, Industrial applications, and
Nanotechnology Education). On the second day of the event the other topics were presented
(Energy Efficiency, Energy Conversion, and Advanced characterization) along with
Nanomedicine. These two days posters were also presented.

For these keynote sessions, my main goal was to identify what has been done for education
under the agreement Purdue-Colombia and potential connections for further work. During
Nanotechnology Education session professor Magana (Purdue University) presented an
example of how to use nanohub for academic purposes; professor Giraldo (National University,
Colombia) presented an experience of teaching nanotechnology through Buinaima institute;
professor Awadelkarim (Penn State University) presented the NACK approach for teaching
nanotechnology at college levels; Professor Lalinde (EAFIT, Colombia) presented Apolo, the
nanohub mirror at Colombia; and Darwin Dubay (SENA, Colombia) presented an experience of
teaching nanotechnology at school level through extracurricular programs.
The third and last day of the workshop they performed breakup sessions for the main topics,
including nanotechnology education. During that discussion session the group identified the

importance of creating a network for nanotechnology education in order to consolidate the
area within Colombia. As outcome a document will be created by one of the participants. In
addition, I was designated for creating a space in HUBzero with all participants in order to start
building the network for further collaboration. Professor Magana was designated as advisor for
interacting with nanohub.
After the breakup sessions a panel discussion was performed with stakeholders from
Colombian universities, Purdue University, Colciencias (Science, Technology, and Innovation
Administrative Department, Colombia), industry, investors, and US government.

As a closure for the workshop, international participants were invited to a tour showing the
social transformation of Medellín.

Poster Presented
During the workshop posters were exposed to participants during breaks and lunches. They
were also presented during the first to evenings. This was a great opportunity for connecting
the advancements in INSPIRE’s work related to the changes that science standards are currently
experiencing, with engineering inclusion as a milestone for K-12 STEM education. With this
presentation an opportunity was created for student interchange with Antioquia University,
and research collaboration with Los Andes University and Costa Rica Institute of Technology.

Networking
The main goal for this interchange and presentation was to perform a networking for
strengthens Colombia-Purdue connection in the area of Frontiers of Education.
For this purpose I presented INSPIRE work to several participants, in particular to Costa Rica
Institute of Technology that highlighted their interest in connecting with Engineering Education,
in particular with the research that has been developed for nanotechnology education in
college levels. Also Los Andes University showed a special interest, specifically in finding
collaborations for designing a new version of the Bioengineering course for freshman
integrating PBL as a pedagogical strategy. Professor Sánchez from Antioquia University were
engaged with the poster presentation and today’s engineering education challenges, and
commented about his interest of having a collaboration with Engineering Education at Purdue,
for master students. I suggest that these spaces can be useful for engaging international
prospective students into Engineering Education research while taking high quality courses that
may be incorporated as part of their plan of studies back in their Colombian Universities.
Finally, during the nanotechnology-breakup-session I develop some networking with people
from K-12 STEM education (SENA , The Columbus School, Pontifical Bolivarian University, and
others), which opens a new opportunity for INSPIRE to collaborate in teacher training and
collect data from other cultures about how students learn STEM through engineering projects.
Further Work
I would suggest that next steps for strengthen Colombia-Purdue collaboration for Frontiers in
Education should include:
• Creating the space for Frontiers in Education, and including diverse stakeholders into
CPIASR webpage, promoting inclusiveness and diversity through the incorporation of
several Purdue research groups such as INSPIRE, EPICS, First-Year Engineering Program,
Discovery Park, and Technology Education. Also incorporating several Colombian
initiatives such as engineering course design, teacher professional development, and
student interchange, among others.
• Follow-up to the network started during the workshop with Los Andes University,
Antioquia University, Costa Rica Institute of Technology, and Schools Programs.
• Creating a space in HUBzero for CPIASR Frontiers in Education, with nanotechnologybreakup-session participants.
• For me to become a GEP Ambassador.
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